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Abstract 
 

This paper presents the methodology and performance of a statistical shape 

representation for automatic facial expression analysis in 3-D. The core of the method uses 

the statistical shape modelling technique with the deformable model-based surface matching 

process, which is capable of simulation and interpretation of 3-D human facial expressions. 

Using the proposed method, a 3-D face is represented by a low-dimensional shape space 

vector conveying information about face shape. Since the method relies only on the 3-D 

shape, it is inherently invariant to changes in the background, illumination, and viewing 

angle, which are the difficulties often suffered in 2-D facial expression analysis. Using 3-D 

static facial data from the BU-3DFE database as well as the 3-D dynamic facial expression 

database recently built by the authors in the ADSIP Research Centre, the paper also reports 

on the performance of the proposed facial expression representation. Furthermore, to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed facial expression representation, a comparison 

is made with human performance by involving a number of human participants to validate the 

facial expressions in the ADSIP database. 
 

Keywords: 3-D facial expression analysis, statistical shape modelling, BU-3DFE 
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1. Introduction 
 

Over the last two decades, the advance in imaging technology and ever increasing 

computing power have led to the rapidly growing interest to achieve automatic analysis of 

facial expressions. One reason for such interest is the wide spectrum of possible applications 

in diverse areas, such as human computer interaction [1], pain assessment [2], clinical 

psychology [3], and identification of concentration level (detecting drivers' tiredness) [4]. 

From the security perspective, automatic analysis of facial expressions has been investigated 

in the context of lie detection during interrogation [5], and in aiding face recognition. 

Automatic analysis of facial expressions is a difficult task due to its inherent subjective 

nature. Broadly speaking, there are three major challenges which need to be addressed in the 

research of facial expression analysis. The first challenge is to build representative and 

accurate database which would cover a range of typical facial expressions at different 

intensity levels made by different face types in terms of subject age, gender and ethnic origin, 

with verified accuracy of expression representation. Such databases have been partially 
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constructed for specific types of facial expressions including 2-D, 3-D or dynamic databases 

[6], [7], [8]. 

The second challenge is to extract representative features for expression interpretation. 

This may include use of original data (pixels or vertices), or more structured data. e.g. shape, 

motion vectors, colour and spatial configurations of the face with its components. Usually it is 

expected that the extracted features should have reduced dimensionality compared to the 

original input facial data [9]. The most widely used representation methods include the 

topographic context [10], primitive surface feature distribution [11], statistical shape model 

[12], active appearance model [13], localized geometric model [14], etc. 

The third challenge is to find a suitable classification algorithm to categorize the facial 

expressions by using the extracted facial features. Some frequently used classification 

methods include linear discriminant analysis, support vector machines, or Hidden Markov 

Models (HMM) [15]. 

This paper focuses on a statistical shape representation of facial expressions proposed by 

the authors [16], [17], which is based on 3-D face matching using the statistical shape model. 

The so-called shape space vector (SSV) of the statistical shape model which controls the 

change of shape is postulated as a significant feature for analysis of facial expressions. This 

feature models the high dimensional shape variations observed in the training data set using 

projection on a low dimensional shape space. In order to extract the SSV feature, a statistical 

shape model needs to be constructed first with the available dense point correspondences, and 

this is followed by the model fitting process, which iteratively matches the shapes of the built 

model to the new input faces. The proposed method analyzes facial articulations completely 

in the 3-D space, since 3-D data is more accurate in the representation of human faces, and 

improves the recognition performance when compared to 2-D [18]. In this work, two publicly 

available facial expression databases are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 

facial expression representation, they are BU-3DFE database [7] and ADSIP database [8]. In 

order to establish a ground truth criterion, facial expressions in the ADSIP database are 

validated by a number of human participants, thereby enabling a comparison to be made 

between human performance and automatic recognition performance. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

methodology of the statistical shape model. Section 3 discusses the databases used for 

performance evaluation, and the database validation procedure. Results of facial expression 

analysis using the SSV-based feature are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks and 

possible future work are given in Section 5. 
 

2. Statistical Shape Model 
 

2.1. Construction of Statistical Shape Model 
 

Developed based on the point distribution model (PDM), the statistical shape model 

(SSM) was first proposed by Cootes et al. [19]. The basic principle of SSM is to exploit the 

redundancy in the structural regularity of the given shapes, thereby enabling a shape to be 

described using fewer parameters, i.e., reducing the dimensionality of the shapes. In order to 

build a correct SSM, the dense point correspondences between 3-D faces in the training set 

need to be determined. In this work, this is achieved in three steps. The first step is to identify 

the corresponding anatomical landmarks on the reference face and other training faces. The 

second step is to warp the reference face to different training faces using thin-plate spline 

(TPS) transformation that is calculated based on the selected landmarks as control points. The 

third step is to estimate the point correspondence between warped reference face and different 
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training faces based on the closest distance metric. Using the correspondences estimated, 

standard principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to calculate the mean and eigen-

vectors for all of the training data. The detail of the implementation of this stage can be found 

in [16], [20]. 
 

2.2. Model Matching 
 

In order to extract the SSV for each individual input 3-D face, the built shape model has 

to match the face shape. This is done by the two processing steps, namely, initial model 

alignment and model refinement. The initial model alignment is achieved by the modified 

iterative closest point (ICP) method with similarity transformation [21]. The whole process 

starts from the alignment of the input face and model by using their centroid points, then 

determining the dense point correspondences between them according to the closest distance 

metric. Using the estimated correspondences, the similarity transformation which aligns the 

input face to the model is calculated. Subsequently the algorithm re-determines the 

correspondences based on the transformed input face and the model. The process iterates until 

its associated cost function converges to its local minimum. 

Having the model and input face globally matched by the initial model alignment, the 

model refinement continues the model matching process to yield a better match by deforming 

the model. This iterative process is a combination of the ICP method and the least-squares 

projection onto the shape space, estimating in turn the pose and shape parameters between the 

two faces. The pose parameters include translation vector, rotation matrix and scaling factor, 

whereas the shape parameters are defined by the SSV. The ICP method is used firstly for 

finding the dense point correspondences and computing the pose parameters, and then 

followed by the least-squares projection, which estimates the SSV. In order to improve the 

accuracy of the shape representation using the model matching method described above, the 

use of adaptive size of the SSV was proposed in [17], which prevents the model from 

deforming into inappropriate shapes during the model refinement process. Some examples 

produced by the model matching process are shown in Figure 1, where the test input faces 

were selected from the ADSIP database and the shape model was built using 450 faces from 

the BU-3DFE database. 

 

3. 3-D Facial Expression Databases 
 

In order to evaluate the proposed method for automatic analysis of 3-D facial expressions, 

a comprehensive 3-D facial database is required. Two of the recently developed 3-D facial 

expression databases are chosen for the performance evaluation of the proposed method, and 

they are BU-3DFE and ADSIP databases.  

 

 

 

 

                                                   

 

                                      (a)                                                                                      (b) 

 

Figure 1. Examples of the Model Matching; (a) Input faces selected from ADSIP 

database, (b) matched shape model. 
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3.1. BU-3DFE Database 
 

The BU-3DFE database aims to aid the general understanding of facial behaviour and 3-

D structure of facial expression on a detail level [12]. It was developed at the Binghamton 

University, New York, and consists of a set of static 3-D facial expression scans with both 

texture and shape information. The database includes 100 subjects, with age ranging from 18 

to 70 years old, with a variety of ethnic origins including White, Black, East-Asian, Middle-

East Asian, Indian and Hispanic Latino. Each subject performed seven expressions, which 

include a neutral expression plus six universal expressions: happiness, disgust, fear, angry, 

surprise, and sadness. The details of this database can be found in [7]. Some of the facial 

examples which have been used for the evaluation of the proposed method are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

  

3.2. ADSIP Database 
 

The intention of the ADSIP database is to initially build a pioneering facial expression 

database with a relatively small number of human participants in arguably the most realistic 

format, 3-D dynamic [8]. As mentioned before, recognition based on 3-D static data 

potentially offers a better performance for detection of facial expressions than 2-D, however, 

it still does not convey all the information necessary for robust and accurate expression 

identification. For example, there are robust facial motion cues which could facilitate the 

perception of subtle facial expressions [22]. Using sophisticated video alignment and editing 

techniques, recent work has also started to unpack the importance of the various facial areas 

involved in emotional expression [23]. It is clear that while some emotions can be recognized 

very well statically from the face alone, for example happiness, others require extra facial 

information. For instance, both the expressions of agreement and disagreement require so-

called „rigid head motion‟ (RHM) – an up-down or left-right head shake, respectively. Others, 

such as fear, „don‟t know‟ (clueless) and „don‟t understand‟ (confusion) normally involve 

RHM to some extent, and the perception of the expression is improved when head 

movements are observed [24].  

The ADSIP database was developed in the ADSIP Research Centre at the University of 

Central Lancashire. In its first release it contains 10 subjects (8 female and 2 males), with age 

ranging from 19 to 23 years. Each subject was asked to perform seven expressions at three 

levels of intensity labelled as: mild, normal and extreme. The order in which the expressions 

were carried out was fixed and followed the pattern: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, 

surprise and pain. The „mild‟ expression was recorded first in each case, followed by „normal‟ 

and then „extreme‟. All the facial expressions start from the neutral expression. A set of 21 

sequences (7 expressions on 3 levels) was collected from each subject, which results in a total 

of 210 sequences. The frame rate was set to 24 frames per second as normal video recording 

speed, and the duration of each sequence is 3 seconds. Furthermore, each face scan was 

accompanied with video recording for the purpose of database validation by human 

 

 

 

                                                   

 

 
Figure 2. Examples of 3-D face scan from the BU-3DFE database.  
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observers. Participants in face scans were all graduates from the Performance Art Department 

at the University of Central Lancashire. It has been established that the use of actors, or 

trainee actors, is a valid approach, as it enables fairly accurate facial expressions to be 

captured [23]. Figure 3 shows some snap-shots of two dynamic 3-D facial expressions 

recorded in the ADSIP database.  

 

 

3.3. Validation of ADSIP Database 
 

In order to investigate the difference in the understanding of facial expressions between 

the human observers and computerized facial expression analysis algorithms, as well as to 

obtain the “calibrated” ground truth data for the assessment of the computer based facial 

analysis algorithms, the ADSIP database was validated by the human observers. The invited 

participants were 10 staff and students from the University of Central Lancashire. They 

comprised of 6 females and 4 males with an average age of 34.8 years. A bespoke computer 

program was designed to present the recorded video clips and collect the confidence ratings 

given by the observer. Participants were shown one video clip at a time and were asked to 

enter their confidence ratings against seven expressions‟ categories: anger, disgust, fear, 

happiness, pain, sadness and surprise, with the confidence ratings selected from the range of 0 

to 100% for each category. To reflect a possible observers‟ confusion about expressions for a 

given video clip, ratings could be distributed over the various expression categories as long as 

scores added up to 100%. Examples of some snapshots from the video clips are shown in 

Figure 4. 

Confidence scores were extracted for the expression in each video clip. These data are 

presented in Table 1. It can be seen that happiness expressions were given near perfect 

confidence scores, and anger, pain and fear were the worst rated at around 50%. Also, the 

„normal‟ intensity level was somewhat better rated than „mild‟, and „extreme‟ was also 

somewhat better than „normal‟. Table 2 shows the confidence confusion matrix for the seven 

expressions. It can be seen that the observers were again very confident about recognizing the 

happiness expression whereas the fear expression was often confused with the surprise 

expression.  
 

Table 1. Mean confidence scores for seven expressions 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Examples of 3-D dynamic facial expression recorded in the ADSIP 
database (female and male). 
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Table 2. Confidence confusion matrix for human observers 
 

 
 

4. Results of Facial Expression Recognition 
 

Using the introduced 3-D facial expression databases, the performance of the proposed 

method was evaluated by applying three well known (off-the-shelf) classification algorithms 

with the proposed facial features namely, linear discriminate analysis (LDA), quadratic 

discriminant classifier (QDC) and nearest neighbour classifier (NNC). The details of these 

classification algorithms are beyond the scope of this paper but can be found in most of the 

textbooks on pattern recognition [25]. 

 

4.1. Evaluation using BU-3DFE Database 
 

The first performance evaluation was carried out based on the BU-3DFE database. A 

statistical shape model was built using 450 randomly selected training faces from the BU-

3DFE database. These training faces covered a wide range of ages, ethnic origins and 

expressions. 900 faces were used for the testing. Each of the testing face was represented by a 

SSV which was extracted through the model matching process as described previously. In the 

validation, all the testing faces were divided into 6 subsets with each subset containing 150 

randomly selected faces. During the evaluation, one of the subset was selected as the test 

subset while the remaining subsets were used as the training set. Such experiment was 

repeated six times with a different subset selected as the test subset each time. The LDA 

classifier achieved the highest recognition rate of 81.89%. It is a reasonable result when 

compared with the first pioneer work on facial expression recognition using the same 

database which was carried out by Wang et al. [10]. They claimed that about 83% correct 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Expressions from one of the actors at three intensity levels (01=’mild’, 
02=’normal’, 03=’extreme’). Images show single frames taken from the 

camcorder at roughly the peak of expression. 
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recognition was achieved in classifying the same six universal expressions using the LDA 

approach. Table 3(a) shows the confusion matrix of the LDA classifier. It can be seen that the 

anger, happiness, sadness and surprise expressions are all classified with above 80% 

accuracy, whereas the fear expression is only classified correctly for around 73%. This is 

similar to the validation results for the ADSIP database reported earlier, which showed the 

human observers often mix up the fear expression with other expressions. 
 

4.2. Evaluation with ADSIP Database 
 

The performance evaluation using the ADSIP database is an extension of that based on 

the BU-3DFE database. It is used to check stability of the proposed methodology with a 

statistical shape model built from one database and tested using a completely different 

database. Furthermore, it is also used to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm 

against human observers. The statistical shape model built, as explained before, based on 450 

faces randomly selected from the BU-3DFE database, was used for the performance 

evaluation. One hundred static faces were randomly chosen as the testing faces from the 3-D 

dynamic facial sequences in the ADSIP database, each approximately at the maximum of the 

expression. The selected test set contained 10 subjects with six different facial expressions as 

well as various intensities. With each testing face represented by its SSV, three standard 

classifier, LDA, QDC, and NNC, were applied for the facial expression classification. The 

LDA classifier again achieved the highest recognition rate of 72.84%. Although this result is 

worse than the result obtained on the BU-3DFE faces, it is around 2.5% higher than the mean 

recognition rate achieved by the human observers for those „extreme‟ expressions in the same 

ADSIP database shown in Table 1, and it is much better than the human observers‟ mean 

recognition rate for the other two intensity levels of expressions. The confusion matrix of the 

LDA is shown in Table 3(b). It can be seen that the happiness is the most recognizable 

expression and followed by the surprise expression. Fear and sadness are the expressions 

which are often confused with others.  

 

Table 3. Confusion matrix of the LDA classifier; (a) BU-3DFE database, (b) 
ADSIP database 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

This paper presents the methodology and performance of a statistical shape representation 

for automatic analysis of facial expressions in 3-D. The method is based on the statistical 

shape modelling technique combined with deformable surface matching process. In order to 

examine the performance of the proposed method on the facial expression analysis task, two 

recent developed 3-D facial expression databases have been used. The evaluation result on the 

BU-3DFE database shows that the proposed method is capable of simulation and 

interpretation of 3-D human facial expressions. The test preformed with the ADSIP database 

indicates that the method can be used with data collected using different acquisition protocols 

which could be quite different from the protocol used to acquire the training data. The 
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obtained results are compared with human observers‟ results showing similar recognition 

rates. 

Currently the ADSIP database is being expanded by increasing the number of subjects 

and aims to reach the final goal of 100 subjects. Revision of the expression captured also 

needs to be considered. It would be advantageous to be more specific about certain 

expressions. For example, surprise clearly comes in two forms, pleasant and unpleasant. It 

would be useful to differentiate these (and potentially capture both types). Considerations will 

also be given to increasing the number of different expressions. Potential candidates include 

agreement and disagreement, with potential applications for the film and animation industry, 

and confusion and clueless, for psychological research. So far all the analysis work using the 

proposed method is based on the 3-D static. The proposed method and testing is now being 

extended to 3-D dynamic for the ADSIP database, thereby enabling analysis of the facial 

expressions using not only the spatial knowledge but also the temporal information of subtle 

movements on the face. The analysis result will be published in near future. 
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